
Grooming Packages

Smaller Dogs (Most Breeds)
Medium Size Dogs
Large Dogs
Giant Dogs

$52 - $55 
$60 - $65 

$80 
$100 

COMPLETE GROOM PACKAGE (SHAVE):

Bath, conditioner, brush out, nails trimmed, ears plucked and 
cleaned, and anal glands checked and expressed, if needed.  
This package includes a hair cut with one of the 3 di�erent 
shave lengths. 

$60 - $70 
$70 - $80 

$95 - $150 
$120 - $160

Smaller Dogs (Most Breeds)
Medium Size Dogs
Large Dogs
Giant Dogs

UP GRADED GROOM PACKAGE (SCISSOR OR SPECIAL BREED OR REQUESTED TRIM):

Bath, conditioner, brush out, nails trimmed, ears plucked and 
cleaned, anal glands checked and expressed, if needed, and a 
hair cut.  The hair cut may be a scissor trim, breed trim, 
specialized trim, or a di�icult trim because of the behaviour of 
the dog or condition of the dog.

$52 - $62 
$60 - $70 

$80 - $100 
$90 - $120

Smaller Dogs (Most Breeds)
Medium Size Dogs
Large Dogs
Giant Dogs

A HEAVY TIDY PACKAGE (TIDY UP):

The Bath and Brush Package with some trimming.  Possibly 
feet, bum, tail, belly, and chest.  Prices vary on the dog and 
how much trimming is wanted.

TO EACH PACKAGE, YOU CAN ADD:

Teeth Cleaning - Brushing and breath spray (good 
for teeth and gums, mostly to prevent vet bills) - $8

Both for - $13

Nail Grinding - Filing the nails a�er they have been 
cut, makes them smoother and rounder, good for 
hard wood flooring, and preventing scratching of 
your skin, great if have children - $8

Note:  All dogs need to be bathed to get the best result.  I need to flu� up the hair to make even cuts and it is easier to 
work on clean hair; therefore, although I will accommodate dogs who do not want baths, they will be the same price.
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Smaller Dogs (Short hair)
Smaller Dogs (Long hair)

Medium Dogs (Short hair)
Medium Dogs (Long hair)

Large Dogs (Short Hair)
Large Dogs (Long Hair)

Giant Dogs (Short Hair)
Giant Dogs (Long Hair)

$10
$12

$13 
$15

$18 - $25
$20 -$25

$20 - $25
$25 - $27

Chihuahua or Boston Terrier
Shih Tzu or Pekingese

Bulldogs,
Corgi or Wheaton

Labs or GSD’s
Collie or OES

Great Dane or Bullmasti�
Great Pyrenees or Newfie or Bouvier

Examples

The Furminator Package (de-shedding):

It is a shampoo and conditioner that helps release the undercoat and shedding hair.  
It gets out 80% of the coat and is great for dogs that shed a lot.  A Furminator brush is 
also used to help get even more coat out.  It is perfect to keep your house cleaner. The 
Furminator package can be added to any other package.  Prices vary for each dog.

$25 - $30
$37 - $40 (No Matts)

$40 - $50
$45 - $65 (No Matts)

$50 - $60 
$63 - $70     
$80 (No Matts)

$60 - $80 
$90 - $120 (No Matts)

Smaller Dogs (Short hair)
Smaller Dogs (Long hair)

Medium Dogs (Short hair)
Medium Dogs (Long hair)

Large Dogs (Short Hair)
Large Dogs (Medium Hair)
Large Dogs (Long Hair)

Giant Dogs (Short Hair)
Giant Dogs (Long Hair)

Chihuahua or Boston Terrier
Shih Tzu or Pekingese (and Pugs)

Bulldogs,
Corgi, or Wheaton

Labs, Boxers
German Shepherds      
Collie or OES

Great Dane or Bullmasti�
Great Pyrenees or Newfie or Bouvier

Bath and Brush Package:

Examples

Bath, conditioner, brush out, nails trimmed, ears plucked and cleaned, anal glands 
checked and expressed (if needed)
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Justina’s Dog Grooming
9110 – 94 Avenue
Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta   T8L 1B7

+1-780-264-0951
info@justinasdoggrooming.com

SINGLE SERVICES PROVIDED (WITHOUT PACKAGES):

EXTRAS:

Feet

Nail Trimming- $11 including GST
Nail Trimming and Grinding - $14 including GST

Ears:

Ears Cleaned - $6 including GST
Ears Plucked and Cleaned Together - $11 including GST

Face

Face Trim (beard, moustache and eye corners) 
-$11 including GST
Head Trim (whole head ) - $17 including GST

Teeth

Teeth Cleaning- (brushing the teeth and breath spray)- $9 
inc. GST

Glands

Anal Glands - $9 including GST

Flea and Tick Shampoo - $6 (if requested or if dog 
has flees or ticks) OR $25 added if I’m not told 
and need to re-bath and dry the dog

Express Service (to do the dog straight through 
with out working on another dog at the same 
time) - $15
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